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Abstract
We propose a new approach to developing a
tractable affective dialogue model for general prob-
abilistic frame-based dialogue systems. The di-
alogue model, based on the Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and the Dy-
namic Decision Network (DDN) techniques, is
composed of two main parts, the slot level dialogue
manager and the global dialogue manager. Our
implemented dialogue manager prototype can han-
dle hundreds of slots; each slot might have many
values. A �rst evaluation of the slot level dia-
logue manager (1-slot case) showed that with a
95% con�dence level the DDN-POMDP dialogue
strategy outperforms three simple handcrafted dia-
logue strategies when the user's action error is in-
duced by stress.

1 Introduction
We aim to develop dialogue management models which are
able to act appropriately by taking into account some aspects
of the user's affective state. These models are called affective
dialogue models. Concretely, our affective dialogue manager
processes two main inputs, namely the user's action (e.g., di-
alogue act) and the user's affective state, and selects the most
appropriate system action based on these inputs and the con-
text. In human-computer dialogue, this work is dif�cult be-
cause the recognition results of the user's action and affective
state are ambiguous and uncertain. Furthermore, the user's
affective state cannot directly observe and usually changes
over time. Therefore, an affective dialogue model should take
into account both the basic dialogue principles (such as turn-
taking and grounding) and the dynamic aspects of the user's
affect. We found that Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes (POMDPs) are suitable for use in designing these
affective dialogue models [Bui et al., 2006].

However, solving the POMDP problem (i.e. �nding a
near-optimal policy) is computationally expensive. There-
fore, almost all developed POMDP dialogue management ap-
proaches (mainly for spoken dialogue systems, see [Williams
et al., 2005] and the earlier work cited in this paper) are lim-
ited to toy frame-based dialogue problems with the size of
several slots. Recently, William and Young [2006] proposed

a scaling-up POMDP method called CSPBVI to deal with
the multi-slot problem. The dialogue manager is decomposed
into two POMDP levels, a master POMDP and a set of sum-
mary POMDPs. However, they have achieved this goal by
oversimplifying the user behavior (assuming when the users
are asked about a certain slot, they only provide a value for
that slot) and reducing the size of the POMDP structure (e.g.
approximating the number of values of each slots by only two
values best and rest). Furthermore, trials with real users,
which allow to validate the system response time, were not
conducted.

In our research, we opted for another approach which fo-
cuses on real-time online belief update for a general proba-
bilistic frame-based (or slot-�lling) dialogue system. Each
slot is �rst formulated as a POMDP and then approximated
by a set of Dynamic Decision Networks (DDNs). The ap-
proach is, therefore, called the DDN-POMDP approach. It
has two new features, (1) being able to deal with a large num-
ber of slots and (2) being able to take into account the role
of the user's affective state in deriving the adaptive dialogue
strategies.

In this paper, we �rst describe our general affective dia-
logue model using the DDN-POMDP approach. Then, we
present a simulated route navigation example and a �rst eval-
uation of our method. Finally, we present conclusions and
discuss future work.
2 The DDN-POMDP approach for the

frame-based affective dialogue problem
Our Affective Dialogue Model (ADM) is composed of two
main parts: (1) the slot level dialogue manager and (2) the
global dialogue manager. The �rst part is composed of a set
of n slots f1, f2, ..., fn where each slot fi is formulated as a
POMDP (called the slot-POMDP and denoted by SPi). The
second part, the global dialogue manager, is handcrafted. It
aims to keep track of the current dialogue information state
and to aggregate the system slot actions nominated by the
slot-POMDPs. These two parts and the ADM activity process
are explained in detail in the next sections.

2.1 Slot Level Dialogue Manager
The state set of each slot-POMDP SPi is composed of the
user's goals for the slot i (Gui), the user's affective states
(Eu), the user's actions for the slot i (Aui), and the user's



grounding states for the slot i (Dui). The observation set is
composed of the observed user's actions for the slot i (OAui)
and the observed user's affective states (OEu). Eu and OEu
are identical for all slots. The action set is the system actions
for the slot i.
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Figure 1: (a) Standard POMDP, (b) Two time-slice of the fac-
tored POMDP for slot i

Figure 1b shows a structure of the factored POMDP for
slot i of our route navigation example (see Section 3). The
features of Si, Ai, Zi (Figure 1a), and their correlation form a
two time-slice Dynamic Bayesian Network (2TBN). Param-
eters pgc, pec, pe, poa, and poe are used to produce the transi-
tion and observation models in case no real data is available,
where pgc and pec are the probabilities that the user's goal
and emotion change; pe is the probability of the user's action
error being induced by emotion; poa and poe are the proba-
bilities of the observed action and observed emotional state
errors. The reward model depends on each speci�c applica-
tion. Therefore it is not speci�ed in our general slot level
dialogue manager.

For example, the full-�at slot-POMDP model SPi of a
simpli�ed version of the route navigation example (see Sec-
tion 3.1) is composed of 61 states (including an absorbing
end state), eight actions, and ten observations.

We are interested in �nding a solution to directly imple-
ment this POMDP model for practical dialogue systems. One
intuitive approach is to compute the optimal dialogue strat-
egy using a good approximate POMDP algorithm and use
the result for selecting the appropriate system action. We
used this approach to �nd the optimal dialogue policy for the
above SPi [Bui et al., 2006] using Perseus [Spaan and Vlas-
sis, 2005]. However, this approach does not work when the
number of slot values and the user's affective states increases
(for example, when |Eu| = 5,mi = 10, the full-�at model
of SPi increases up to 1201 states, 22 actions, and 60 obser-
vations).

Therefore, to maintain the tractability and allow real-time
online belief state update, we approximate each slot-POMDP
by a set of |Ai| k-step look-ahead DDNs (kDDNAs) (k ≥ 0).
A kDDNA has (k + 2) slices. The �rst two slices are similar
to the 2TBN showed in Figure 1b, the next k slices are used to
predict the user behavior in order to allow the dialogue man-
ager to select the appropriate system action. Figure 2 shows
a structure of the kDDNA (k = 1) used for SPi of our route
navigation example. The connection from the action nodes to
immediate reward nodes in the next slices indicates that when
a system slot action is selected that lead to the absorbing end
state (such as ok or fail), the reward in all next slices are
equal to 0.

Figure 2: kDDNA with one-step look-ahead (k = 1)

2.2 Global Dialogue Manager
The global dialogue manager is composed of two compo-
nents, the dialogue information state (DIS) and the action se-
lector (AS).

The DIS is considered as the active memory of the dialogue
manager, it automatically updates and memorizes the current
probability distributions of the user's goal, affective state, ac-
tion, grounding state of all slots and the recently observed
user's action and affective state. The DIS is formally de�ned
by the tuple 〈P (Gu), p(Eu), P (Au), P (Du), oau, oeu〉,
where P (Gu), P (Au), P (Du) are n dimensional vectors
containing the probability distributions of the user's goal, ac-
tion, grounding state aggregated from Gui, Aui, and Dui

(i ∈ [1, n]), respectively; p(Eu) is the probability distribution
of the user's affective state; oau ∈ OAu and oeu ∈ OEu are
the recent observed user's action and affective state, where
OAu is constructed by the user's dialogue act types, slots
and slot values [Bui, 2006], Eu and OEu are de�ned in Sec-
tion 2.1.

The AS component is responsible for aggregating the sys-
tem's slot actions nominated by slot-POMDPs. The system
action set used by the AS component is constructed by the
system's dialogue act types, slots, and slot values [Bui, 2006]
and two special actions giveSolution and stop. The AS is
heuristic and application-dependent. An example of a set
of rules to select global system action is described in Sec-
tion 3.1.
2.3 Affective Dialogue Manager Activity Process
When the dialogue manager is initialized, it loads n slot-
POMDP parameter �les and creates a set of kDDNAs (mi

kDDNAs are created from the slot-POMDP parameter �le
i). Depending on each speci�c application, some slots the
values of which can change in time (these slots are called
list processing slots, for example the types of food in a se-
lected restaurant [Bui et al., 2004]) can use the same set of
kDDNAs. The dialogue manager and the user then only work
with a small number of list processing values (i.e. the ordinal
numbers), a mapping between these ordinal numbers and the
real values is done automatically by the dialogue manager.

The entire process of the affective dialogue manager is ex-
plained in this section by a cycle of four steps.
• Step 1: When the dialogue manager starts, the kDDNAs

nominate greedy actions to the GDM based on the set
of prior probability distribution speci�ed in the slot-
POMDP parameter �les. These actions are combined
by the action selector. The output is sent to the user
(through the output generation module).



• Step 2: The dialogue manager then receives the ob-
served user's action and user's affective state (oau ∈
OAu and oeu ∈ OEu). The kDDNAs relevant to oau
are activated to compute the next slot action. The DIS is
also updated.

• Step 3: All new actions computed by the selected
kDDNAs are sent to the action selector to produce the
new system action.

• Step 4: The process repeats from step 2 until the GDM
selects either giveSolution or stop action.

3 Implementation & Evaluation
The test example is a simulated route navigation in an unsafe
tunnel. A serious accident has happened in a huge tunnel. A
rescue team (n persons) is sent to the unsafe part of the tun-
nel to evacuate a large number of injured victims. The res-
cue members are currently at different locations in the tunnel.
The team leader (denoted by �the user�) interacts with the di-
alogue system (located at the operation center) to get the route
description for the evacuating task. The system is able to pro-
duce the route description when knowing the locations of the
rescue members. Furthermore, the system can infer the user's
stressful state and use this information to act appropriately.
3.1 Implementation
The above example is formulated as n slots (f1, f2, ..., fn)
and all slots have the same set of m values which are the loca-
tions in the tunnel (v1, v2, ..., vm). The user's affective states
are �ve levels of the user's stress: no stress (no), low stress
(low), moderate stress (moderate), high stress (high), and
extreme stress (extreme). The user's grounding state is com-
posed of two values notstated, stated. The user's dialogue
act type set is answer, yes, and no. The system's dialogue
act type set is ask, confirm, ok, fail, giveSolution, stop
(the two last dialogue act types are only used at the global
dialogue manager level as being de�ned in Section 2.2). The
user's goal is to �nd out the route description for n locations
(known by the user). The system aims at showing the user the
correct route navigation as soon as possible.
Slot level dialogue manager representation
Slot fi is represented by Gui = {vj |j ∈ [1,m]},
Eu = {no, low, moderate, high, extreme},
Aui = {answer(vj), yes, no|j ∈ [1,m]}, Dui =
{notstated, stated}, OAui = Aui, OEu = Eu,
Ai = {ask, confirm(vj), ok(vj), fail|j ∈ [1,m]}.

We use two criteria to specify the reward model for each
slot, helping the user obtain the correct route description
as soon as possible and maintaining the dialogue appropri-
ateness [Williams et al., 2005]. Concretely, if the system
confirms when the user's grounding state is notstated,
the reward is -2, the reward is -3 for action fail, the re-
ward is 10 for action ok(x) where gui = x (x ∈ {vj |j ∈
[1,m]}), otherwise the reward is -50. The reward for any ac-
tion taken in the absorbing end state is 0. The reward for any
other action is -1. The high negative reward for selecting the
incorrect slot value (-50) is used to force the dialogue man-
ager agent to con�rm the information provided by the user
when the user's stress level is high.

The probability distributions for each kDDNA are gener-
ated using the parameters pgc, pec, pe, poa, poe de�ned in Sec-
tion 2.1 (poa, poe can be viewed as the speech recognition er-
ror and the stress recognition error) and two new parameters
Kask and Kconfirm, where Kask and Kconfirm are the co-
ef�cients associated with the ask and confirm actions (i.e.
pe(ask) = pe/Kask; pe(confirm) = pe/Kconfirm). We
assume that when the users are stressful, they make more
errors in response to the system ask action than the system
confirm action because the number of possible user's action
in response to ask is greater than to confirm when the user
is not stress.
Global dialogue manager representation
The sets of observed user's actions and system actions are
now represented by OAu = {answer(I), yes(I), no(I)|I ⊆
{(fi = v∗i )|i ∈ [1, n]}, v∗i ∈ {vi|i ∈ [1,m]}}, A =
{ask(I), confirm(J), giveSolution(L), stop|I ⊆ {fi|i ∈
[1, n]}, J ⊆ {(fi = v∗i )|i ∈ [1, n]}, L = {(fi = v∗i )|i ∈
[1, n]}, v∗i ∈ {vi|i ∈ [1,m]}}

The action selector generates the global system action
based on the following rules (applying the �rst rule that satis-
�es the set of nominated actions):

1. If all slots nominate ask action then the global action is
ask(f1, f2, ..., fn) or ask(open),

2. If all slots nominate confirm action then the global ac-
tion is confirm((f1 = v∗1), (f2 = v∗2), ..., (fn = v∗n))
or confirm(all),

3. If all slots nominate ok action then the global, action is
giveSolution((f1 = v∗1), (f2 = v∗2), ..., (fn = v∗n)),

4. If some slots (f∗1 , f∗2 , ..., f∗i ) nominate confirm action
with the values (v∗1 , v∗2 , ..., v∗i ) then the global action is
confirm((f∗1 = v∗1), (f∗2 = v∗2), ..., (f∗i = v∗i )),

5. If some slots (f∗1 , f∗2 , ..., f∗i ) nominate ask action then
the global action is ask(f∗1 ),

6. Otherwise, the global action is stop.
The current version of our implemented dialogue manager

prototype is able to handle hundreds of slots, each slot can
have many values. When a slot has hundreds or thousands
of values (called many-value slot), directly embedding these
values into the kDDNAs will lead to a signi�cant delay in
the belief update time. One of our solutions in this case is
to formulate the many-value slot as a list processing slot as
mentioned in Section 2.3. A dialogue example of the 10-slot
case (n = 10,m = 10, pgc = 0, pec = pe = poa = poe =
0.1,Kask = 1, Kconfirm = 10, k = 1) is described in [Bui,
2006].
3.2 Evaluation
The performance of the DDN-POMDP dialogue strategy de-
pends on both the global dialogue manager and the slot level
dialogue manager (see Section 2).

Currently a simulated user model for the general n-slot
case which is appropriate for a quantitative evaluation of the
DDN-POMDP approach has not been available yet, therefore
in this section we �rst evaluate the slot level dialogue man-
ager by comparing the DDN-POMDP dialogue strategy with



a random dialogue strategy and three simple handcrafted di-
alogue strategies for 1-slot case: (a) SDS-HC1 (�rst ask and
then select ok action if oau = answer), (b) SDS-HC2 (�rst
ask, then confirm if oau = answer and then select ok ac-
tion if oau = yes), (c) ADS-HC (�rst ask, then confirm
if oau = answer & oeu = stress and select ok action if
oau = yes).

The evaluation is conducted by letting each dialogue strat-
egy interact with the same simulated user (the simulated user
model is constructed using the 2TBN described in Figure 1b).

Figure 3 shows the average return of 10000 dialogue
episodes of �ve dialogue strategies when the probability of
the user's action error being induced by stress pe changes
from 0 (stress has no in�uence to the user action selection)
to 0.8 (stress has high in�uence to the user action selection).
The results of the average return (Figure 3) show that with
a 95% con�dence level the DDN-POMDP dialogue strat-
egy outperforms all other remaining dialogue strategies when
pe ≥ 0.1. The DDN-POMDP copes well when the user's
action error being induced by stress increases. An example
of the interaction between the DDN-POMDP dialogue man-
ager and the simulated user (10 dialogue episodes) is shown
in [Bui, 2006].
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Figure 3: Average return of �ve dialogue strategies (pe ∈
[0, 0.8])

Figure 4 shows that the DDN-POMDP dialogue strategy
also copes well with the observed user's action error poa (for
example, the ASR error). The performance of all strategies in
Figure 3 and 4 is low when pe, poa increases because we set
a strong negative reward when the system chooses incorrect
solution and when the user's stress is extreme, the user acts
randomly. When the observed user's action error is too high
(poa ≥ 0.6), the DDN-POMDP dialogue manager always se-
lects fail action therefore the average return is a constant
(equal to -4). One interesting point is that the dialogue strat-
egy SDS-HC2 copes well with the change of pe (Figure 3) but
its performance decreases rapidly when poa increases (Fig-
ure 4).
4 Conclusions and future work
The presented DDN-POMDP approach is shown to be able
to handle a large number of slots and keep track of the user's
affective state. A �rst evaluation has been conducted to com-
pare the DDN-POMDP performance with three simple hand-
crafted dialogue strategies when the user's action error is in-
duced by stress. We plan to evaluate the model with an n
slots case by comparing the DDN-POMDP dialogue strategy
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Figure 4: Average return of �ve dialogue strategies (poa ∈
[0, 0.8])
with other well-developed handcrafted dialogue strategies for
frame-based dialogue systems such as [Bui et al., 2004]. An-
other issue is to study the real user behavior in crisis such as
in the air traf�c control domain in order to improve the user
simulator.

Although it is hard to handle really complex dialogue
systems using only POMDPs, this approach sheds light to
a hybrid solution by combining traditional rule-based and
POMDP approaches which hopefully can solve a part of
many challenges in developing affective dialogue systems.
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